Molecular motors drive key biological processes such as cell division, intracellular organelle transport, and sperm propulsion and defects in motor function can give rise to various human diseases. Two dimeric microtubule-based motor proteins, kinesin-1 and cytoplasmic dynein can take over one hundred steps without detaching from the track. In this review, we discuss how these processive motors coordinate the activities of their two identical motor domains so that they can walk along microtubules.

Introduction

Kinesin-1 and cytoplasmic dynein (herein referred to as kinesin and dynein) are two-headed motor proteins that use ATP-derived energy to transport a variety of intracellular cargoes toward the plus-ends and minus-ends of microtubules (MTs), respectively [1,2]. Kinesin and dynein can take many consecutive steps along their MT tracks without dissociating [3–8,9**], allowing them to shuttle cargoes over long distances spanning between a cell’s center and periphery. Such continuous movement (termed ‘processivity’) requires head–head coordination to prevent premature MT dissociation and futile cycling of ATP that does not give rise to productive steps. The molecular basis by which one motor domain might ‘sense’ and respond to the nucleotide/conformational state of its identical partner constitutes a major area of study (including processive myosin motors although they are not covered in this review).

A conceptual framework for thinking about intramolecular communication is that one motor domain stalls in a particular mechanochemical intermediate until the partner proceeds through a particular step. This has been coined a ‘gating mechanism’, since one motor domain has to wait until the partner head opens a ‘gate’ that allows it to proceed through the next steps in its mechanochemical cycle. Deciphering the molecular nature of the gate constitutes an important quest for the field. In principle, the gate could operate by controlling the rate at which the motor domain binds or releases from the MT filament (here termed a ‘polymer gate’) or by controlling the rate of a particular chemical transition in the ATPase cycle (here termed a ‘nucleotide gate’). As is true of many regulatory mechanisms in biology, motors may employ more than one type of gating mechanism. There must also be a ‘gatekeeper’ (e.g., a specific conformation of the motor or a chemical transition in the enzymatic site) that controls the opening of the gate. In this review, we first give short and very general overviews of the kinesin and dynein mechanisms. We then discuss recent findings that provide new insights into gating mechanisms that allow the head domains to communicate during processive motion. This topic also has received attention in other recent reviews [10–13].

Overview of the kinesin mechanism

Kinesin is composed of two identical heavy chains (HCs) and two associated light chains (Figure 1a) [1]. Each HC includes an N-terminal motor domain that houses catalytic activity followed by a coiled-coil stalk that facilitates dimerization. While stepping, ATP hydrolysis is coupled to an 8 nm center-of-mass displacement (Figure 2a) [14,15], the distance between adjacent tubulin heterodimers. While kinesin predominantly takes forward steps along a single MT protofilament [16,17,18**], an opposing force increases the probability of rearward stepping, and kinesin can walk backward at loads exceeding 7 pN [18**,19].

Kinesin walks in a ‘hand-over-hand’ manner [e.g. [10]], with each head taking alternating 16 nm ‘steps’ (Figure 2a) [20]. This mechanism requires tight coupling between the biochemical cycles of both heads so that the front head remains bound to the MT while the rear head detaches. A conformational change in the front head then moves the detached head forward. This conformational change most probably occurs in a ~13 aa peptide that links the motor domain to the coiled-coil stalk called the neck linker (Figure 1a) [21]. Specifically, ATP binding to the MT-bound front head immobilizes the neck linker along the catalytic core [21], which shifts the rear head toward the MT plus-end (Figure 2a, state 1 and 2). Recent work also has suggested that the kinesin N-terminus may stabilize...
Overview of the dynein mechanism

Unlike kinesin, relatively little is known about the molecular mechanism of dynein (Figure 1b). Dynein, which is a member of the AAA+ family (AAA: ATPase associated with various cellular activities), is involved in diverse processes in eukaryotic cells, such as spindle formation, chromosome segregation, and the trafficking of organelles and mRNA [2]. Dynein is a large protein complex (1.2 MDa) composed of two identical heavy chains and several associated chains [1]. The heavy chain contains six AAA domains arranged in a ring [27]. The first four domains (AAA1–AAA4) have conserved ATP binding/hydrolysis motifs. AAA1 is essential for dynein motility, while the other sites may play regulatory roles [28–30]. In contrast to kinesin and myosin, whose MT interfaces are located on the surface of their ATPase cores, dynein’s MT-binding domain (MTBD) is located at the end of a ~15 nm long coiled-coil stalk [27,31] that emerges between AAA4 and AAA5.

Single-molecule studies suggest that dynein walks in a hand-over-hand-like fashion (Figure 2b), although its stepping behavior and directionality are more irregular than kinesin’s [6–8,9**]. Evidence has shown that dynein advances via coordination of its two motor domains [8,32], but the details of cytoplasmic dynein’s step size, stall force, and directionality remain controversial [6–8,9**]. Observations of variable step sizes (~4–32 nm) and directionality suggest a considerable diffusional component to its step, making dynein stepping more akin to that of myosin VI (21–51 nm) [34] than kinesin. A ~10 nm long ‘linker’ that connects the AAA ring to the dimerization domain has been suggested to power dynein motion (Figure 1b) [31]. The linker shifts its position relative to the catalytic ring during the ATPase cycle [31,35] and is believed to facilitate dynein motility (Figure 2b, steps 1 and 2) [8,32]. However, with no atomic structure for dynein in hand, a structural model for dynein’s motility is less advanced than that for kinesin.

Potential pathways for head–head communication

A gating mechanism requires that one motor domain can influence the action of its partner. Before we discuss detailed studies for kinesin and dynein, we consider some general models for how this might occur. Possible models for gating are discussed separately in this review. However, many of these mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and it is likely that motors employ more than one gating strategy.

One possibility is that the two motor domains are interacting with one another directly during an intermediate in the ATPase cycle. An example of such a model was proposed by Alonso et al. [36**] (Figure 3a). In their model, kinesin waits in-between steps as a one-head-bound intermediate; the detached tethered head is

this docked conformation of the neck linker [22**]. After a rapid diffusional search, the detached head rebinds to the MT in front of its partner. Evidence is accumulating for a neck-linker conformational change [23–26], but how neck-linker docking is affected by load and the precise role of neck-linker conformational changes in head–head coordination are still open questions.

Schematic representations of kinesin and dynein and associated chains. (a) Kinesin structure. Kinesin is composed of two identical heavy chains and two light chains. The heavy chain contains an N-terminal globular motor domain that possesses catalytic and MT-binding activity, a neck-linker element that connects the motor domain to the common coiled-coil dimerization domain, and a C-terminal light chain and cargo-binding region. (b) Cartoon representation of dynein. Dynein is composed of two identical heavy chains and several associated chains. The heavy chain forms a C-terminal catalytic motor domain that consists of multiple AAA ATP-binding sites (1–4) and a coiled-coil stalk with the microtubule-binding domain (MTBD) at its tip; AAA domains 5 and 6 do not contain sequences characteristic for AAA proteins. The motor and dimerization domains are joined by a linker element. Multiple associated chains bind to dynein’s tail domain (LIC, light intermediate chain; IC, intermediate chain; Roadblock, Tctex1 and LC8, light chains).
pumped against the MT-bound head toward the MT plus-end and this interaction creates a ‘polymer gate’ by preventing the tethered head from binding to tubulin. This gate is opened when ATP binds to the MT-bound head (the ‘gatekeeper’ is ATP binding), which relieves the interaction between the two motor domains, thus allowing the tethered head to rebind to the MT and take a step. However, a new study suggests that the ‘stepping’ head is not parked in front of the MT-bound head [37**]. Nevertheless, one cannot rule out head–head interaction contributing to gating, perhaps as a back-up mechanism. Direct interactions between the motor domains also is plausible for dynein, where the two AAA rings are likely be very close to one another in the MT-bound state (Figure 2).

Motor domains also might influence each other without being in direct contact. Such ‘action-at-a-distance’ models require simultaneous MT-binding of both motor domains (Figure 3b–d). One way in which this could be accomplished is through intramolecular tension, which could develop when the motor’s solution structure distorts to allow the heads to separate and to simultaneously bind to the MT. The resulting rearward tension on the front head and the forward tension on the rear head could affect the nucleotide or MT affinity of both heads asymmetrically (Figure 3b and c), creating gating mechanisms that will be discussed in more detail below. Two MT-bound motor domains also could communicate on the basis of the conformations of the mechanical elements that connect both heads rather than the magnitude of tension applied to these elements (Figure 3d) [37**,38]. Finally, the MT itself might serve as a communication pathway, since motor binding to the MT can induce structural changes in the MT lattice [39] (not covered further in this review). The next section focuses on recent studies on kinesin and dynein, which provide support for these ‘action-at-a-distance’ communication mechanisms.

Coordinating kinesin movement
Does intramolecular tension facilitate coordination of kinesin’s two motor domains?
Most models for tension sensing in head–head communication require that both kinesin heads are bound simultaneously to adjacent tubulin binding sites. In this two-head-bound waiting state, the kinesin neck linker in the front head must extend backward and the neck linker in the rear head must extend forward (Figure 3b). Does such a state exist? The alternating 16 and 0 nm steps observed by single-molecule fluorescence microscopy at rate-limiting ATP concentration [20] are most consistent with a mass movement of 8 nm. Although dynein takes predominantly 8 nm steps, it has a considerable diffusional component to its step, resulting in different sized center-of-mass steps (4–24 nm).
Potential head–head coordination mechanisms. (a) In this tension-independent, ‘polymer gate’ pathway, the tethered head is detached from the MT and parked against the MT-bound head toward the MT plus-end. This interaction prevents the tethered head from binding to tubulin. The gate is opened when ATP binds to the MT-bound head (the ‘gatekeeper’ is ATP binding). (b) Internal tension might affect the MT-affinity of the head domains (‘polymer gating’). In this pathway, forward tension on the rear head is suggested to weaken its MT-affinity and promote its detachment. Acceleration of rear head detachment might be enhanced by the initiation of neck-linker docking in the front head (the ATP-driven conformation change). However, to be consistent with models in which the front head cannot bind ATP until the rear head detaches [60], the ADP-bound rear head must be sufficiently mobile to relieve the block on the front head. (c) Internal tension (the ‘gatekeeper’), derived from the simultaneous binding of both motor domains to the MT, controls the binding/release of nucleotides (‘nucleotide gating’). Backward tension on the front head transmitted via the neck-linker elements is suggested to prevent ATP binding, while the forward tension on the rear head is proposed to inhibit ADP release, thus helping to keep both heads out-of-phase. (d) Neck-linker conformation-based mechanism. In this pathway, the neck-linker elements might act as ‘control levers’ to regulate the binding/release of nucleotides allosterically. The backward-pointing/backward-docked orientation in the front head might prevent ATP binding and the forward-pointing/forward-docked orientation in the trailing head might inhibit ADP release. Although tension might assist in creating and/or maintaining these conformations, the neck-linker conformation-based mechanism discussed here envisions the neck linkers as active regulatory elements, in contrast to the tension-based gating mechanisms described in parts two-head-bound waiting state. A recent single-molecule FRET study also supports a two-head-bound waiting state when kinesin moves processively at physiological ATP concentrations (at which the trailing head’s transition into the weakly MT binding ADP state is limited by ATP hydrolysis and phosphate release) [37**], which is in agreement with previous results [38]. However, the study of Mori et al. also suggested that there is a one-head-bound waiting state at very low ATP concentrations, when the rear head can enter a low MT affinity ADP state before ATP binds to the nucleotide-free front head. Unlike the Alonso et al. model [36**], their data indicates that the ‘detached’ head is positioned behind the MT-bound head. Even though ‘detached’, the rear head might weakly interact with the MT and might make brief transitions into the two-head-bound state [37**]. MT interaction of the rear head is in agreement with biochemical data from Hackney [40]. Thus, in summary, there is evidence for a two-head-bound waiting state when kinesin walks at physiological ATP concentrations. However, the nature of the waiting state at low ATP requires clarification, particularly with regard to the position and MT interactions of the rear head.

Tension sensing also has received support from experiments with mutant kinesins that had flexible spacers introduced between the neck linkers and the coiled-coil, which is predicted to reduce tension between the two motors domains. In a study by Hackney et al. [41], it was found that the chemical kinetic processivity (number of calculated ATP molecules hydrolyzed per MT encounter) of such kinesin mutants was greatly reduced. In a more recent single-molecule study, Yildiz et al. [18**] showed that kinesins with neck-linker extensions display normal processivity but have slow velocities owing to an impaired coupling of ATP hydrolysis forward stepping. This coupling defect could be reversed by recovery of tension by chemical crosslinking of the neck linkers or by applying external tension with an optical trap. These experiments strongly suggest that tension plays an important role in the coordination of kinesin’s head domains and that the dimensions and flexibility of the neck linkers are key to tension sensing. Where does the tension come from and what is its magnitude? The tension may derive simply from the MT-binding by the front head, since this alone would stretch out both neck linkers (Figure 3b). The magnitude of this tension can be estimated from ‘worm-like chain’ models that treat the neck-linker peptide as an entropic spring, but calculations for the forces required to stretch out the neck linkers differ considerably (between 4 pN [18**] and 12–15 pN [42]). The tension also might be enhanced by the
initiation of neck-linker docking in the front head (the ATP-driven conformation change) [18**].

**A polymer gating mechanism?**

As discussed earlier, one mechanism by which tension sensing could facilitate communication is through a ‘polymer gate’. Here we consider the idea of a gate in which the MT detachment of the rear head is facilitated by tension from the front head (with tension being the ‘gatekeeper’) (Figure 3b). This model suggests that the kinesin-MT interface is influenced by strain, a possibility that is receiving experimental support. This idea was first evoked by Hancock and Howard [43] who, on the basis of the studies of ATPase activity of monomeric and dimeric kinesin constructs, proposed that internal tension accelerates rear head detachment. More direct evidence was obtained by Uemura et al. [44], who showed that the unbinding force of a kinesin head is lower under external forward load than under backward load in all nucleotide states tested and concluded that kinesin’s rear head (ADP-Pi or ADP-bound state) is more likely to detach than the front head (nucleotide-free or ATP-bound state). In addition, recent optical trapping experiments show that kinesin steps processively along MTs under an external load in the presence or absence of nucleotides, with less force required for plus-end-directed than for minus-end-directed stepping [18**]. Earlier studies concluded that backward and forward stepping requires ATP binding [11,19]. However, the result from Yildiz et al. [18**] suggests that tension alone can drive repetitive nucleotide-independent MT attachment/detachment cycles of kinesin, emphasizing the role of tension-sensitized rear head detachment.

Tension-mediated release of the rear head might also act in synchrony with the ATPase cycles. Yildiz et al. showed that high forces (~9 pN) are required to detach the rear kinesin head and induce processive stepping in the presence of AMPPNP (a non-hydrolysable ATP analog that induces a tight binding state) but much lower forces (1–2 pN) are required with ADP, which promotes a weak binding state. If the internal tension between the heads is less than 9 pN but greater than 2 pN, then the detachment of the rear head would only occur at favorable rates when it proceeds through ATP hydrolysis and phosphate release to the reach the ADP state [18**]. Notably, however, Subramanian and Gelles [45**] recently reported that kinesin can take several consecutive forward steps along MTs with one head continuously bound to AMPPNP. In addition, Thoresen and Gelles [46**] showed that a kinesin heterodimer in which the ATPase activity of one head was blocked by a point mutation in the catalytic domain moved processively along MTs (as expected, however, a mutant homodimer capable of ATP binding but incapable of ATP hydrolysis, bound strongly to MTs but did not move). These studies indicate that a strongly MT-interacting rear head can be detached and moved forward by a front head capable of ATP binding and neck-linker docking, supporting the possibility that neck-linker docking can enhance the internal tension in the two-head bound waiting state. However, further experiments will be needed to determine definitely how dimeric motors with only one functional head walk along MTs.

**A nucleotide gating mechanism?**

The idea of nucleotide gating first emerged from a study by Hackney [47], who showed that dimeric kinesin released only one ADP when it bound to the MT; the release of the second ADP then required ATP binding to the MT-bound head [47,48]. This result suggests that ADP release of one head is gated until the partner head undergoes an ATP-driven conformational change. Thermodynamic studies by Uemura and Ishiwata [49] showed that the affinity of a kinesin head for ADP [37**,40]. One interpretation of this result is that forward tension on the neck linker inhibits ADP release (Figure 3c). By decreasing the rate of ADP release, the rear head also will remain in a weak MT binding state. In support of such a rear head nucleotide gating mechanism, elegant experiments by Uemura and Ishiwata [49] showed that the affinity of a kinesin head for ADP increases under forward tension while it decreases under backward tension.

Another model (not mutually exclusive) is that nucleotide gating takes place on the front head at the step of ATP binding. Specifically, ATP will not bind to the nucleotide-free front head because the neck linker is under backward tension (Figure 3c); after rear head detachment, this tension is relieved and then ATP can bind and induce neck-linker docking. In addition to allowing coordination of the chemical cycles, this gating mechanism increases the likelihood of rear versus front head detachment by maintaining the front head in a nucleotide-free, tight MT-bound state. Much of the evidence for this model comes from ATPase kinetic measurements of monomeric versus dimeric kinesin, the later assumed to reflect the cycles of processively moving kinesins [50,51]. However, front head nucleotide gating has also recently gained support by a compelling single-molecule study by Goudosh and Block [52]. The authors report that kinesin must first take an obligatory backward step to escape from a block created by the binding of a non-hydrolysable nucleotide to one of the two kinesin heads, suggesting that nucleotide release occurs preferentially in the front head. This result supports the notion that backward tension on the front head inhibits ATP binding but also lends support to a rear head gating mechanism in which forward tension on the rear head inhibits nucleotide release.
Something more than tension? Conformational states of the neck linker and gating

The simplest tension sensing mechanism envisions the neck linker as a stretched spring that relays tension to the nucleotide and polymer binding sites. However, it is possible that the neck linkers in the front and back heads adopt very specific and different conformations that allosterically control the enzymatic core. For example, the neck linker of the front head might not just be passively stretched backward but might adopt a specific ‘backward docked’ conformation (by forming bonds with the catalytic core), as has been seen in the crystal structure of Kinesin-5 (a mitotic kinesin) [53]. Alternatively, changes in the angle at which the neck linker emerges from the catalytic core could act allosterically on the nucleotide site. For example, the neck linker of the front head might be rotated backward in the two-head bound state (tension could assist in creating and/or maintaining this conformation). In such models, the neck linkers act as ‘control levers’ that keep both heads out-of-phase, the backward-pointing orientation in the front head possibly preventing ATP binding and the forward-pointing orientation in the trailing head inhibiting ADP release (Figure 3d). This possibility is supported by the finding that kinesin mutants with diminished internal tension move as processively as wild-type kinesin albeit at lower speed [18**], suggesting that the opposite-pointing neck-linker orientations in the leading and trailing mutant heads still allow for processivity albeit with less efficient coupling of ATP hydrolysis and forward stepping. However, although such a possibility seems plausible, it will require more experimental proof.

Coordinating dynein movement

There is general agreement that dynein moves processively [3-8,9**,33,54,55] but the underlying mechanism remains unknown. Some form of interhead coordination must exist in dynein, since dynein processivity requires two heads [8,32]. Furthermore, a truncated single-headed dynein spends less time MT-attached during its ATPase cycle than a head of a walking two-headed dynein [32], suggesting that mecanochemical steps in one head are affected by the presence of the second head. Hence, some form of nucleotide gating also is probably operational in walking dynein, but the mechanism is not known.

A role for tension and a ‘polymer gate’ in the dynein mechanism comes from recent experiments showing that dynein moves processively under a constant force in the absence of nucleotides [9**], similar to the results subsequently described for kinesin [18**]. The interpretation of this experiment is that the pulling force detaches the rear head and then biases it to pass the partner head before it rebinds to the MT. This result also suggests that both MTBDs are simultaneously bound to the MT before the rear head detaches, although direct evidence for this is lacking. Interestingly, a pulling force causes dynein to take processive steps in either direction along the MT, with less force required for minus-end-directed than for plus-end-directed stepping. This result demonstrates that dynein’s MT affinity is asymmetrically affected by load, with less force required to break the dynein-MT bond when pulled toward the MT minus-end (the normal direction of dynein movement). The lowering of dynein’s MT affinity under forward tension (which might be increased by a conformational change in the front head) may facilitate rear head detachment during processive movement [9**].

In contrast to the detailed information available on the kinesin neck linker, the type of the structural elements that interconnect the two dynein heads is not known. However, dynein’s step size and response to load might provide some clues. Dynein displays variable step sizes (4–32 nm) [6,8,9**] and the motor frequently takes backward steps [8,9**]. Dynein’s average center-of-mass step size of 8 nm [7,8,9**] is small compared with the dimensions of the dynein ring (13–15 nm) and stalk (10–15 nm). Dynein thus may need to adopt a compact form to constrain itself to take 8 nm steps [8]. Such a conformation could be achieved by overlapping AAA rings, aligned parallel to the long MT axis, a conformation similar as seen for axonemal dyneins [56]. The larger (e.g., 24 nm) steps of dynein, however, may require the heads to splay apart. This possibility gains support from a recent optical trapping study that showed that an opposing force from an optical trap can activate a ‘non-advancing’ stepping mode of dynein, characterized by large (12–24 nm) forward–backward displacements [9**]. This result suggests that an applied force can promote the ‘splayed’ conformation of the two rings. In support of this conclusion, shortening of the linker elements that connect both AAA rings decreased the occurrence and step size of non-advancing stepping [9**]. An important goal for the future is to measure the relative positions of the two dynein AAA rings during processive motion.

Recent single-molecule experiments suggest that dynein’s associated chains might regulate dynein’s interhead coordination and directionality. Ross et al. [33] showed that dynein–dyactin complexes can move continuously over micrometer distances toward the MT plus-end (opposite to the normal direction of dynein movement). Since there is small energy barrier difference for dynein stepping in the forward and backward directions under low loads [9**], it is possible that this energy barrier might be subject to modifications by dynein regulatory proteins.

Conclusions

Single-molecule and ensemble-based kinetic experiments have provided evidence that the structural elements that interconnect the two motor domains (neck linkers for kinesin and unknown structural linker
elements in the case of dynein) are crucial for head–head coordination. These structural elements are under tension in case of kinesin, allowing a very tight coupling between ATP hydrolysis and forward stepping. The connection between the heads may be ‘more flexible’ for dynein, resulting in variable stepping and looser coupling (e.g., more backward steps). Interestingly, relaxing the connection between the kinesin heads results in a motor that displays stepping behavior that is more akin to dynein [18**]. The physiological significance of why these motors differ in their head–head coupling and stepping behavior is an interesting topic that is beginning to be explored [57*,58,59].

There is increasing evidence for ‘polymer gating’ for both kinesin and dynein, as demonstrated by the fact that both can be induced to move processively along their tracks in the absence of ATP [9**,18**]. Interestingly, both motors show asymmetric responses to strain: the polymer-binding site of kinesin more easily detaches when pulled toward the plus-end, while the opposite is true for dynein (consistent with their normal directions of travel).

For kinesin, there is compelling evidence for nucleotide gating although deciphering the exact mechanism(s) remains a challenge for the future. Good cases have been made for nucleotide gating in the rear head and the front head; potentially both might be correct. Direct measurement of chemical steps at the single molecule level, as recently demonstrated for myosin V [60**], might provide important new tools for this question. For dynein, nucleotide gating remains an unexplored issue awaiting future experimentation.
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